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Glaciers change over the last century, Caucasus Mountains, Georgia, observed by the
old topographical maps, Landsat and ASTER satellite imagery

This study presents the quantitative changes in the number and area of the glaciers of
Georgia at century scale (1911-2014). The air temperature trends of the high moun-
tain weather stations of Georgia’s has also been studied. Overall the glacier change
and temperature trend analysis is valuable, particularly in light of enhanced reces-
sional rate of glaciers. However, there are many problems with present study. This
manuscript requires substantial revision. Many previous studies referred in abstract.
There is no need to refer previous studies in abstract. You can mention only previous
studies. There is no result (numbers) presented in abstract and general information
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provided. Introduction is too short and study area section is bigger than introduction.
There is need to mention gap areas in current knowledge of glacier changes in Cau-
casus Mountains, Georgia in introduction. Also provide significance of glacier change
database generated in present study at century scale. Sound background (e.g. contri-
bution by previous studies) is missing in introduction. Therefore, shift (refer) previous
studies from the abstract in introduction. How generated recent glacier inventory us-
ing Landsat TM and ASTER images? What international protocol used for glacier
mapping (see Paul et al. 2009)? How identified debris-covered glacier tongue us-
ing Landsat images? This needs to be clarified in manuscript. There is also need to
perform rigorous statistical test (non-parameter test - Mann-Kendall) to know the signif-
icance of air temperature trends. Section on error estimation is missing in manuscript
and no uncertainty (+-) presented with results. This study reported number of glaciers
increased in recent time (i.e. 2014) as compared to 1911. There is no explanation
provided of number increase in results section. May be surveyors left many glaciers
(i.e. small glaciers) on topographic map in 1911 or ?. Careful verification of old maps
is needed. If surveyors left to map glaciers on old topographic maps. This information
should be mentioned in manuscript. There are so many numbers presented in results
section. I would suggest to mention important numbers (refer for others table ?) and
provides their explanation. The reasons of glacier number increase presented in dis-
cussion section. This should be first mention in result section and discuss this issue in
discussion. Discussion section is very weak and many issues are not addressed. For
example, there is no comparison with previous studies (Russia and other surrounding
range) provided in discussion whereas several studies has referred in reference list.

I would suggest to refer and study previous studies on glacier change in other regions
(e.g. Bhambri and Bolch 2009, Bhambri et al. 2011, Bolch et al. 2010, Racoviteanu et
al. 2008) for improvement of present manuscript.

Other comments P3778, L11: space images or aerial photos. P3779, L11: ‘a mod-
ern Eurasian glacier to the present moment is not complete’ which part of Eurasian
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glaciers? Be specific.

P3779, L26: glaciations or glaciers?

P3782, L19: ArcGIS

P3783, L20: Why 0.01 km2. Why not 0.02 km2 as recommended by international
standards?
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